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Volitional control of social vocalisations and vocal usage learning
in bats
Ella Z. Lattenkamp1,2, Sonja C. Vernes1,* and Lutz Wiegrebe2

ABSTRACT
Bats are gregarious, highly vocal animals that possess a broad
repertoire of social vocalisations. For in-depth studies of their vocal
behaviours, including vocal flexibility and vocal learning, it is
necessary to gather repeatable evidence from controlled laboratory
experiments on isolated individuals. However, such studies are rare
for one simple reason: eliciting social calls in isolation and under
operant control is challenging and has rarely been achieved. To
overcome this limitation, we designed an automated setup that allows
conditioning of social vocalisations in a new context and tracks
spectro-temporal changes in the recorded calls over time. Using this
setup, we were able to reliably evoke social calls from temporarily
isolated lesser spear-nosed bats (Phyllostomus discolor). When we
adjusted the call criteria that could result in a food reward, bats
responded by adjusting temporal and spectral call parameters. This
was achieved without the help of an auditory template or social
context to direct the bats. Our results demonstrate vocal flexibility and
vocal usage learning in bats. Our setup provides a new paradigm that
allows the controlled study of the production and learning of social
vocalisations in isolated bats, overcoming limitations that have, until
now, prevented in-depth studies of these behaviours.

KEY WORDS: Phyllostomus discolor, Contextual learning, Social
calls, Vocal conditioning, Selective reinforcement, Communication

INTRODUCTION
Bats are highly vocal animals that possess a rich repertoire of social
vocalisations, including sophisticated syllable and song formations
(Behr and Von Helversen, 2004; Kanwal et al., 1994; Schwartz
et al., 2007; Smotherman et al., 2016; Wright et al., 2013).
However, the main body of research on bat vocalisations focuses on
their echolocation behaviour (Gillam and Fenton, 2016). This
emphasis on echolocation calls is particularly evident when
considering controlled laboratory studies of vocalisations, such as
psychoacoustic measures to identify vocalisation patterns and
perception thresholds in, for example, alternative forced choice
experiments (Firzlaff et al., 2006). Even experiments on the
Lombard effect (Luo et al., 2015), vocal plasticity (Luo and
Wiegrebe, 2016) and vocal learning (Jones and Ransome, 1993)
have, to a large extent, been conducted on echolocation calls. This
bias has arisen because of the simple and stereotypical structure of

echolocation calls and the ease with which they are measured,
especially given that they are almost constantly emitted and
independent of the social environment.

In contrast, bat social calls have received far less attention. Social
calls are strongly associated with their respective behavioural
context, contain a great deal of information and show indications of
high levels of flexibility (Gillam and Fenton, 2016). Thus far,
investigations of social vocalisations in bats have mainly focused on
field studies (Arnold and Wilkinson, 2011; Behr and Von
Helversen, 2004; Bohn et al., 2013; Boughman and Wilkinson,
1998), recordings in groups (Bohn et al., 2008, 2009; Boughman,
1997, 1998; Kanwal et al., 1994; Knörnschild et al., 2010) or
ontogenetic changes in early developmental stages (Esser, 1994;
Esser and Schmidt, 1989; Knörnschild et al., 2006; Prat et al., 2015).
Social interactions and behavioural context have a strong impact on
vocalisations as they influence the state of the emitter. Accounting
for such effects is an important requirement in the study of vocal
behaviours, but it is often difficult to accomplish. Disentangling
changes in vocalisations triggered by social interactions and
those initiated by intrinsic factors is challenging, but vital. The
same is true for the precise evaluation of vocal changes due to
developmental processes or learning. If changes in call parameters
are to be attributed to a specific process, such as learning, detailed
observations of the vocal behaviour of isolated animals are required
(Siemers and Page, 2009). Yet, herein lies the problem: many
animals do not spontaneously produce social calls in isolation and
isolated individuals tend to fall silent (Carter et al., 2008). As failed
attempts of studying vocal behaviour in isolation usually remain
unpublished, the literature is biased towards results that do not allow
a separation of intrinsic variation of vocal performance and vocal
changes triggered by a specific social context (Schusterman, 2008).
This problem is well known to bat researchers and, as a consequence,
studies on vocal flexibility in isolated adult bats are rare.

In order to use bats as a model species for vocal conditioning and
vocal learning experiments, this limitation needs to be overcome.
Frequent social vocalisations are required for vocal conditioning
experiments as they represent the working point for positive
reinforcement (Schusterman, 2008). In some animals, ‘easily’
elicited social calls, such as food calls induced by presenting food
items (Watson et al., 2015), can be brought under volitional control
with comparative ease. Bats do not readily emit food calls in
isolation, making them a challenging system in which to achieve
vocal conditioning. However, once volitional control of vocal
output is established, social vocalisations can be studied in detail.
Such vocal conditioning experiments provide the basis for the in-
depth study of vocal development and vocal learning.

The use of operant conditioning paradigms involving positive
reinforcement of the desired (approximate) behaviour has produced
positive results in the study of vocalisations in mammalian and
avian research (Koda et al., 2007; Manabe and Dooling, 1997;
Manabe et al., 1997, 1998; Siemers and Page, 2009). OperantReceived 13 March 2018; Accepted 30 May 2018
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control allows the in-depth investigation of call characteristics and
learning behaviour, and the identification of structural constraints
on vocalisations (Schusterman, 2008). Based on previous research
on vocal control and flexibility in songbirds (Manabe et al., 1997,
2008) and cetaceans (Richards et al., 1984), we developed an
automated real-time setup and training regime, within which
isolated adult bats were trained to emit social calls. Using this
training regime, we aimed to (a) reliably elicit social calls from
isolated bats, (b) establish an automated setup, which allows
conditioning of social vocalisations in bats, and (c) track spectro-
temporal changes of call parameters in response to modifications in
the reward schedule. Once trained to emit social calls in isolation,
we challenged the isolated bats to adjust temporal and/or spectral
parameters of their calls. This was achieved by gradually increasing
the lower cut-off frequency, above which the sound level for trigger
reward was measured (high-pass criterion). There are a number of
possible ways for the bats to adjust their vocalisations in order to
overcome the added level of difficulty imposed by the high-pass
criterion. To increase the energy content in frequencies above the
cut-off, the bats could switch to a different type of call, increase call
duration or call level, shift the energy content of the call to higher
frequencies or increase the fundamental frequency. The behavioural
paradigm did not direct the bats towards any of these options and
thus the choice of which strategy to use was left to the individual
bats. Via digital analyses, we assessed the recorded calls before and
after the activation of the high-pass criterion and, by doing so, were
able to demonstrate the bats’ changes in temporal and spectral call
parameters. The first step of this approach establishes the stimulated
but incidental production of social vocalisations. The second step
demonstrates induction of vocal modifications through selective
positive reinforcement without the use of an auditory template.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Four male adult bats of the species Phyllostomus discolor Wagner
1843 were used for the experiments. The animals originated from a
breeding colony in Department II of the Ludwig Maximilian
University (LMU) in Munich (Germany). Training and experiments
were conducted at the LMU from July to November 2016, 5 days per
week. During training sessions, the bats received food (banana pulp
supplemented with infant milk powder, vitamin chalk and honey) as
a reward for successful participation in the training. On the 2 rest
days per week, the bats received fruit as well as meal worms (larvae
of Tenebrio molitor). At all times, the animals had access towater ad
libitum. This experiment was conducted under the principles of
laboratory animal care and the regulations of the German Law on
Animal Protection. The licence to keep and breed P. discolor, and
all experimental protocols were approved by the German Regierung
von Oberbayern (approval 55.2-1-54-2532-34-2015).

Experimental setup
The bats were trained in individual boxes (external measurements:
40×48×40 cm3; w×h×d), which were lined with acoustic foam to
reduce sound reflection (Fig. 1). All boxes were equipped with one
ultrasound microphone (custom made, based on SPU0410LR5H,
Knowles Corporation, Itasca, IL, USA) and an infrared surveillance
camera (Renkforce CMOS, Conrad Electronic, Hirschau,
Germany), which was transmitting a live stream from inside the
boxes. A self-designed feeding device allowed remote-controlled
food reward delivery. The feeding device was a metal box (external
measurements: 12×20×8 cm3; w×h×d) housing one speaker
(tweeter XT19NC30-04 Peerless, Tymphany HK Ltd, Sausalito,

CA, USA), a flexible PVC tube (13×0.7 cm) for food reward
delivery, and a drip tray. To check the bats’ usage of the feeder, a
photoelectric barrier (EE-SX461-P11 photomicrosensor, Omron
Electronics, Langenfeld, Germany) was installed in front of the
feeding tube. An orange light emitting diode (LED) next to the
feeding tube indicated the feeder’s readiness to be activated. The
microphone was fixed at 26 cm height on the wall opposite the
feeder (horizontal distance between microphone and feeding tube:
18 cm), and connected via a microphone pre-amplifier (OctaMic II,
RME, Haimhausen, Germany; level setting: −10 dBV) to a multi-
channel audio interface (Fireface 800, RME). The loudspeakers
were connected to the Fireface via a power amplifier (Harman
Kardon AVR 445, Garching, Germany).

Data acquisition and training
A self-written Matlab (R2007b, v7.5.0.342, MathWorks,
Cambridge, MA, USA) script controlled the data acquisition. A
ring buffer of 250 ms length recorded the microphone input from all
eight boxes simultaneously (sampling rate: 192 kHz). A call level
threshold (40 dB sound pressure level, SPL) for feeder activation
was integrated over the total buffer size. When a call exceeded this
level threshold, the recording was saved and the feeder activated (for
300 ms, which results in around 0.1 ml banana pulp discharge).
After each activation, the feeder was disabled for a refractory period
of 5 s. Echolocation calls alone did not contain enough energy to
exceed the call level threshold.

The bats were trained 5 days a week in a single session per day
with an average length of 3.4 h (max. 7.5 h). Outside the training
sessions, the bats were kept in the colony room together with 25
conspecifics. Training was split into four stages. (1) Initially all bats
had a period of two sessions to allow them to become familiar with
the setup, the feeding system and the isolated condition. During this
first stage, the feeder was immediately triggered when the bats broke
the light barrier located directly above the tube for food delivery
(Fig. 1B). Thus, in this stage, no calls needed to be emitted in order
to trigger the feeder. (2) In the second stage, the emission of social
calls in isolation triggered a food reward. Whenever a vocalisation
exceeded the pre-defined sound level of 40 dB SPL integrated over a
fixed, 250 ms analysis window (call level threshold), a food reward
was delivered and the recording was saved. The isolated bats were
stimulated either with playbacks (random presentation of previously
recorded non-aggressive social calls (from conspecifics from the
same colony) in 20±5 s intervals throughout the training session or
constant real-time audio transmission from other boxes. If a bat
reliably vocalised in isolation, it was occasionally paired with a
second bat, which had not understood the task yet, in order to
demonstrate the expected procedure (specifically, bat 1 was paired
four times each with bat 3 and bat 4; bat 2 was paired once each with
bat 3 and bat 4; bat 3 was paired four times with bat 1 and once with
bat 2; bat 4 was paired four times with bat 1 and once with bat 2).
The pairing lasted 5–60 min within a training session and the
procedure for food reward delivery was the same as in isolated
sessions, i.e. food delivery was triggered when the call level
threshold was exceeded by either of the two bats. After 15–22
sessions in the second training stage, all bats reliably produced
social calls in isolation. (3) In the third stage, the vocalising bats
were recorded in isolation and without any auditory input for at least
16 and up to 25 sessions. All calls recorded on the last three sessions
of training stage three, i.e. before the activation of the high-pass
criterion, were pooled and comprised the baseline for un-stimulated
vocalisations in isolation (‘pre-criterion’ datasets). (4) The fourth
stage began with the activation of a spectral high-pass criterion for
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the feeder trigger. All social calls exceeding the call threshold
continued to be saved. However, the feeder was only triggered if the
threshold was exceeded in a frequency range above a high-pass cut-
off frequency (high-pass criterion). The cut-off frequency was
initially set to 25 kHz and then gradually increased to a minimum of
26 kHz and a maximum of 40 kHz. This increase was individually
different and dependent on the individual call types (Fig. 2;
Table S1). In this training stage, the bats were recorded for up to
3 weeks (9–13 sessions) with the activated high-pass criterion.
During the last three recorded sessions of this training stage, i.e.
with an active high-pass criterion, all individuals had a constant
high-pass cut-off frequency (with the exception of bat 4; see
Table S1). Calls recorded during these last three sessions were also
pooled (‘post-criterion’ datasets). During the first and second
training stages, the bats were assigned random boxes for each
session. In the third and fourth stages, the bats were recorded in the
same box every training session.

Data analysis
A custom-written Matlab script was used for call analysis. All calls
were extracted from 250 ms recordings and individually analysed.
Analysed call parameters were call duration, call level, mean
fundamental frequency and spectral centroid (i.e. weighted mean of
the frequencies contained in a call). Call levels are given in dB SPL,
measured at the microphone. These measurements do not allow a
precise statement of the intensity at the sound source, as the bats
were able to move freely in the box. The maximal possible distance
between the bat’s head and the microphone amounts to 44 cm
(corresponding to ∼30 dB call level difference). However, the bats
usually stayed close to the feeder, at a distance of approximately 10–
15 cm to the microphone, which corresponds to a record-level
variation of no more than 4 dB. We further assumed constant
movement patterns in all datasets and were thus able to compare
relative differences in the pre- and post-criterion datasets. The
fundamental frequency was tracked using the yin algorithm (de

Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002) in Matlab. Frequent ‘harmonic
jumps’, i.e. falsely tracking the fundamental frequency on thewrong
harmonic, were automatically detected and re-calculated to the right
frequencies with the help of a custom-written Matlab script. For our
analyses, we only used calls with a minimum duration of 5 ms, to
conservatively exclude echolocation calls and thus only analyse
social calls.

Statistical analysis
For the statistical evaluation of call parameter changes, we pooled
data from 3 days before the activation of the high-pass criterion (pre-
criterion; baseline recordings) and from 3 days with the high-pass
criterion (post-criterion), with at least 8 sessions of adjustment in
between. The pre- and post-criterion datasets contained a total of
6209 analysed calls. Of these, 377 calls were excluded for being of
less than 5 ms length as they are likely to represent echolocation
calls rather than communication calls (for exact sample sizes, see
Table S1). For one individual (bat 4), the type of emitted call
changed after the activation of the high-pass criterion (see Results);
thus, we split its post-criterion data into two categories (‘short’: calls
longer than 5 ms, but shorter than 25 ms; ‘long’: calls of 25 ms or
longer). Note that this change in call type led to a greater cut-off
frequency for bat 4 than for the other three bats (Table S1).
Furthermore, the adjustment of the high-pass criterion was more
dynamic for bat 4; thus, its pooled post-criterion dataset was
recorded with a different cut-off frequency on all three analysed
post-criterion days (see Table S1).

Ultimately, we analysed four pre-criterion and five post-criterion
datasets (Table S1). All datasets were evaluated separately for each
bat. Because of the applied call level recording threshold, not all
emitted calls were recorded, which led to a non-normal distribution
of the data. The one-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for
continuous data confirmed that all our datasets differed
significantly from a normal distribution. To examine differences
between the data before and after the activation of the high-pass
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Fig. 1. Automated behavioural training setup. (A) Photograph of eight training boxes. (B) Sketch of the inside of a training box equipped with one ultrasound
microphone (green), an infrared surveillance camera (orange), an LED (yellow) and a self-designed feeding device (grey), which allowed remote-controlled food
reward delivery. The feeding device was a metal box housing one speaker, a flexible PVC tube (blue) for food reward delivery, and a drip tray. Furthermore, a
photoelectric barrier (black) was installed in front of the feeding tube. (C) Photograph of the setup inside the training box. (D) Close-up picture of the feeding
device.
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criterion, we thus used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (also called the
Mann–Whitney U-test), which is a non-parametric test for
differences in distributions of continuous data. For all datasets, we
report the number of analysed calls, median, interquartile range
(IQR), and P-values of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Table S2).

RESULTS
Call types and number of emitted calls
Phyllostomus discolor appears to have a broad repertoire of social
calls (unpublished data). However, after an initial exploration phase,
three of the four bats consistently emitted only a single social call in
order to trigger the feeder. Bat 4 represented an exception by starting
to emit a second call as the training progressed to stage four. The
repeatedly emitted social calls were different between the four
individuals, i.e. every bat emitted one typical call (or two calls in the
case of bat 4 in training stage four) (Fig. 2). These five different
social call types could be clearly distinguished from each other as
they differed in duration, fundamental frequency and spectral
centroid frequency (Fig. 2; Table S2).
All bats produced broadband, frequency-modulated social calls

with fundamental frequencies between 10 and 25 kHz and several
harmonics. The loudest component was usually the fundamental
frequency, unlike echolocation calls where the third or fourth
harmonics are the loudest and the fundamental frequency is strongly
suppressed. Moreover, social calls are much longer than
echolocation calls, the former being typically between 20 and
80 ms and the latter between 1 and 3 ms. Bats 1, 2 and 3 produced
rather long (median 40–54 ms), frequency-modulated calls, while
bat 4 initially (i.e. pre-criterion) produced a sequence of shorter calls

(median of around 6 ms) and only in training stage four (i.e. post-
criterion) emitted longer social calls (median ∼60 ms) (Fig. 2).
Nevertheless, these short social calls were still much longer than
echolocation calls and dominated by their fundamental frequency.
Thus, these short calls of bat 4 were still classified as social calls.

After the activation of the high-pass criterion, three of the four
bats continued to emit their typical call. Only bat 4 changed the
emitted call type. Before the activation of the high-pass criterion, bat
4 produced sequences of 2–3 short calls, which barely exceeded the
call-level threshold. In order to exceed the sound-level threshold
after the activation of the high-pass criterion, bat 4 would have
needed to emit ≥4 short calls in the 250 ms interval over which the
sound level was integrated (see Materials and Methods). This
difficulty may be why bat 4 was the only bat to switch call types
(Fig. 2). The use of an additional call type by bat 4 does not present a
gradual change of call parameters and, as such, call parameters were
not compared between long and short calls of bat 4 (Table S2). The
statistical results presented for bat 4 come from a comparison within
the short calls of this bat. The long calls of bat 4 circumvent the need
to produce calls in a sequence, which led to fewer calls being
recorded in the post-criterion phase for this individual (decrease in
call emission rate was −0.39 calls min−1 post-criterion; Table S1).
For bats 1, 2 and 3, the number of recorded calls increased
dramatically after the activation of the high-pass criterion. The
increase of total recorded calls in the post-criterion phase and the
consequent increase of the call repetition rate [call rate increased
between 0.29 calls min−1 (bat 1) and 5.84 calls min−1 (bat 2) post-
criterion; Table S1] is an indicator for the bats’ exploratory
behaviour in order to meet the challenges of the high-pass criterion.
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Changes in call duration and amplitude
The respiratory system is used to control call onset and offset, and
thus determines call duration. The respiratory system also
determines call amplitude via the control of subglottal pressure.
All four individuals showed significant changes in call duration and
amplitude after the activation of the high-pass criterion, suggesting
volitional control over their respiratory system during vocalisations.
Extensive call prolongation was observed in bat 2, which

increased its calls from a median length of 40.3 ms to 53.8 ms
(IQR: 8.7 and 10.5 ms, respectively), while keeping all other call
parameters approximately constant (Fig. 3; Table S2). Bats 1 and 3
also increased their call duration significantly, but to a lesser extent
than bat 2 (Fig. 3; Table S2). After activation of the high-pass
criterion, recorded call amplitudes showed statistically significant
changes for all individuals (Fig. 3; Table S2). However, these
changes in recorded call amplitude are unlikely to be biologically
meaningful as recorded call level changes within the same call type
were of the order of ≤2 dB for all individuals (Fig. 3; Table S2).

Changes in spectral centroid and mean fundamental
frequency
The spectral parameters (i.e. spectral centroid and mean fundamental
frequency) were in general much less plastic than the temporal
parameters, which is in line with general findings describing the

higher level of difficulty associated with modifying the phonatory
and filter systems in contrast to the respiratory system (Fitch, 2000;
Janik and Slater, 1997). Although, activation of the high-pass
criterion did indeed lead to statistically significant changes of the
spectral centroid for bats 1, 3 and 4, these changes were of the order of
≤0.2 kHz (see Table S2 for difference between medians).

Bats 1, 2 and 3 showed a statistically significant change in the
mean fundamental frequency of their calls in response to the
activation of the high-pass criterion (Fig. 3). For bats 1 and 2, a
significant decrease of the mean fundamental frequency was
recorded (change in medians: −0.23 kHz and −0.07 kHz,
respectively; Table S2). An increase in mean fundamental
frequency was detected for bat 3 (increase in median: 0.45 kHz;
Fig. 3; Table S2). The mean fundamental frequency of the calls of
bat 4 (short calls) decreased by 0.03 kHz in response to activation of
the high-pass criterion, which was not a statistically significant
change to the baseline calls (P=0.06; Table S2).

DISCUSSION
We have established an automated real-time setup, which makes it
possible to reliably elicit and record social calls from isolated bats. It
allows the conditioning of social vocalisations and the tracking of
spectro-temporal changes of call parameters over time. To our
knowledge, this constitutes the first report of volitional social call
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emission, change of spectro-temporal call features and vocal usage
learning in isolated bats in a controlled laboratory setup.

Setup and training regime
Our automated setup can be used to achieve conditioning of bat
vocalisations over a relatively short time scale. After ≤22 training
sessions with acoustic or conspecific stimulation, the four bats
reliably produced social calls in isolation to trigger food rewards
in the experimental setup. Similar to Manabe and colleagues,
who also used a computer-based real-time system (Manabe
and Dooling, 1997; Manabe et al., 1995, 1997), we induced
differentiation of vocalisations without a template sound. A
maximum of just 11 sessions were needed to induce call parameter
changes after initial call emission in isolation was established. This
makes it a rapid training paradigm and the automated reinforcement
makes this a useful method for studying more complex types of vocal
learning.
The training regime used in the present study was not based on

the stimulation of call emission by signal presentation but rather on
the use of reinforcement of incidental vocalisations. Furthermore,
no restrictions on the emitted type of call were imposed, which is
known to positively support high rates of call emission and improve
motivation (Adret, 1993). Studies using operant control paradigms
often aim for a directed manipulation of call features (Pierce, 1985);
however, this was not our goal. We were interested in the vocal
flexibility demonstrated by the bats when trying to overcome the
difficulty imposed by the high-pass criterion. This could be
achieved by one or a combination of the following call parameter
changes: using a different call type from before, increasing call
duration or call level, or increasing the spectral centroid frequency
or the fundamental frequency.

Greater change in temporal than spectral call parameters
Temporal call parameters (such as call duration and call repetition
rate) and call amplitude are in general considerably more flexible
and easier to adjust than frequency characteristics as they are only
dependent on the respiratory system (Fitch, 2000; Janik and Slater,
1997). Changes in spectral call parameters are reliant on muscular
control over the vocal folds and the exact configuration of the vocal
tract (i.e. regulation of the resonance of the produced sound), which
require neuromuscular control over the phonatory and filter systems,
respectively (Fitch, 2000). These different levels of difficulty for the
volitional change in call characteristics are reflected in our findings:
while call duration is adjusted strongly and with comparative ease,
spectral call features are much more static (Fig. 3).
Call length was extended as much as 33% (difference between

medians, bat 2; Table S2) within only a few experimental sessions.
At the same time, the spectral call parameters showed little
variation: the spectral centroid frequency increased by a maximum
of 0.3% (corresponding to 0.13 kHz difference between medians,
bat 1; Table S2), while the strongest registered change in mean
fundamental frequency within one call type was an increase by
2.8% (corresponding to 0.45 kHz difference between medians, bat
3; Fig. 3; Table S2). These very small spectral changes are unlikely
to be biologically relevant, or indeed even be perceivable for other
bats (Kastein et al., 2013; Krumbholz and Schmidt, 1999, 2001;
Preisler and Schmidt, 1998). Although we detected statistically
significant changes in recorded call levels over time, the increase did
not exceed 2 dB SPL (within one call type; Table S2). As the bats
were freely moving in the boxes, changes in recorded sound level
due to a change of distance between the bat and microphone could
easily exceed the measured differences.

The presented data do not allow the unequivocal conclusion that
P. discolor is capable of modifying frequency call parameters
volitionally. The observed changes in frequency characteristics of
the calls might be too small to be perceivable for the bats. In this
case, it is unlikely that the observed spectral changes were due to
volitional adjustments of the phonatory and filter systems. Further
experiments are needed to investigate their control over the
complete vocal system and consequently their vocal learning
capability. Vocal production learning has been indicated for P.
discolor previously (Esser, 1994), but the ability of adult animals
to match auditory templates and adjust complex spectral
characteristics of their calls has not been studied thus far.

Social call emission for food reward: demonstration of usage
learning
To date, only two types of social calls could reliably be elicited from
isolated adult bats: distress calls (Hechavarría et al., 2016) and
maternal directive calls (Esser and Schubert, 1998). As yet, a
comprehensive call repertoire of social calls has not been published
for P. discolor. This precludes assertions about the context of the
social calls recorded in the present study. However, the recorded
calls are clearly non-aggressive communication calls. They do not
show the characteristic spectro-temporal features of aggressive
distress or ‘screech’ calls (in Phyllostomus hastatus: usually noisy
broadband calls, which far exceed 100 ms in length; Boughman,
1997; Boughman and Wilkinson, 1998; Wilkinson and Boughman,
1998). Instead, the calls emitted by our bats are social calls with a
clear harmonic structure and approximately constant length (Fig. 2;
Table S2). As only a single call type was repeatedly emitted by each
individual, it is not possible to make statements about the general
abundance of these calls in the species’ call repertoire.

We are certain, for several reasons, that we did not observe
affective calls associated with a strongly emotional state of
the animals (e.g. aggressive, stressed), but rather reliable
communication calls. First, the vocalisations are dissociated from
a social context, which could lead to an agitated state of the animals,
as the recordings were made in isolation. Second, our experimental
paradigm and the resulting recordings clearly show the bats’ ability
to repeatedly produce the same social call over several weeks,
independent of other behavioural processes. Third, the call structure
is independent of the behavioural context (e.g. a ‘food call’
emission), as the behavioural context is the same for all individuals,
while the emitted calls are dissimilar in structure, spectral features
and duration (Fig. 2).

The volitional emissions of social calls in a new context (e.g.
labelling objects: Hage et al., 2013; Richards et al., 1984) is
considered contextual usage learning (Janik and Slater, 2000).
Bearing in mind the comparable ease of call emission control, it is
not surprising that contextual learning (which includes both usage
and comprehension learning) can be found much more frequently in
the animal kingdom than vocal production learning (Hage et al.,
2013; Janik and Slater, 1997; Koda et al., 2007; Seyfarth and
Cheney, 2010). We here demonstrated contextual usage learning in
P. discolor as the bats were able to employ social calls in order to
perform a contextually independent task. It is evident that the bats
understood the task (i.e. emission of social calls to trigger food
rewards) and further changed spectral and/or temporal call
parameters when faced with the additional challenge posed by the
high-pass criterion. The observed switch between context-
independent call types produced by bat 4 (single long calls versus
multiple short calls) presents an especially strong case for the
demonstration of usage learning in P. discolor.
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In summary, we succeeded in reliably eliciting social calls from
isolated P. discolor bats and, by demonstrating their volitional use of
these communication calls out of context, captured contextual usage
learning in real time. Our results demonstrate usage learning and
adjustment of call characteristics without any social feedback.
Through positive reinforcement, we were able to connect social
calls, which do not have an innate relationship with food, with such
food rewards. We thus demonstrate repeatable contextual learning.
Moreover, with the help of our automated setup, we were able to
track vocal adjustment in response to the implementation of a high-
pass criterion without any directing auditory template. We recorded
a vocal exploratory phase after changing the threshold for food
reward delivery, which resulted in an adjustment of call parameters
such as a change in call duration or call type. Exactly which strategy
was used differed between individuals, indicating the bats’
versatility when faced with the problem of the introduced high-
pass criterion. This demonstration of vocal plasticity and usage
learning further highlights the value of bats as a model system in the
study of vocal learning in mammals (Vernes, 2017). Establishing
this behavioural paradigm with bats as a model organism will in
future allow the in-depth investigation of the degree of motor control
over the vocal system, effects of audio-vocal feedback and
consequently vocal learning.
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